This article employs a 'rights-based approach' in evaluating a 'single state solution' to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. International human rights provide a necessary normative standard for the just resolution of this long-running dispute. A single state, as compared to the two-state solution that has been broadly supported by the international community since 1947, offers superior opportunities to maximize the legitimate rights, interests, and aspirations of the greatest number of Israelis and Palestinians. Yet Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs each enjoy internationally recognized rights of self-determination and sovereignty. Accordingly, there is no legal means by which a one-state solution could be directly imposed on the parties to the dispute without violating the respective rights of each people. As a matter of law, then, a one-state solution could only come about through the agreement of Palestinians and Israelis and as an exercise of their respective rights to self-determination. The inability to implement a one-state solution without consent of the parties requires consideration of the means by which such an agreement might be encouraged. There is no indication that states are likely to brook the current international consensus in support of a two-state solution. Thus it is necessary to examine whether international civil society is capable of playing a facilitating role analogous to the role it played in the demise of apartheid in South Africa. A variety of scenarios can be imagined, but in any of them, ultimately, broad Israeli Jewish opposition to a single state solution will have to be overcome. This suggests that a non-violent campaign, or at least one that scrupulously avoids attack on innocent civilians, is the most promising route to achieving a one-state solution. While such a shift appears farfetched at the moment, no other solution to the conflict currently seems imminent. The moral power of a single state, based on equal rights for all residents of Israel/Palestine, has transformative power that should not be underestimated.
the more widely accepted alternative of partitioning Palestine into two states, oneThird, notwithstanding the attractions of a one-state solution, substantial legal and practical obstacles lie in the path to its achievement. Most significantly, each people -Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs -enjoys internationally recognized rights of self-determination and sovereignty. There is no legal means by which a one-state solution could be directly imposed on the parties to the dispute without violating the respective rights of each group. Although there may be a number of legal levers that could be used to pressure the two parties to such an agreement, as a matter of law, a one-state solution could only come about through the agreement of Palestinians and Israelis and as an exercise of their respective rights to self-determination.
Fourth and finally, the inability to implement a one-state solution without consent of the parties obligates us to consider the means by which such an agreement might be encouraged. While states and international organizations wield powerful tools to urge the parties toward a one-state solution, the political will to do so is currently lacking. That is a condition not likely to change radically in the near future. It is, therefore, necessary to consider whether international civil society is capable of playing a facilitating role, analogous to the role it played in fostering the demise of apartheid in South Africa.
In view of current realities in the region and foreseeable trends, it is conceivable that Israel might suffer sustained international isolation, similar to that experienced by South Africa during the apartheid era. This might eventually bring a cadre of Israeli leaders to view the one-state solution as the only viable long-term option. Even in this scenario, widespread support for a one-state solution would have to be won among Jewish Israelis at some point. It is difficult to imagine this kind of support emerging among Israelis in an atmosphere of distrust stoked by continuing violence between the two parties, including Palestinian violence that fails to discriminate between Israeli civilians and military targets. This strongly suggests that a movement with non-violence as its central component, or at least one that scrupulously curbed lethal violence against civilians, would enjoy the greatest chance of success in implementing a one-state solution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.
No reasonable person can deny that a single-state solution faces enormous political obstacles: a lack of broad public support at the present time among either Israelis or Palestinians and an international consensus that has reigned for sixty years in support of partition of Palestine between the two peoples, are only two such obstacles. My conclusion that a rights-based approach to Middle East peacemaking favours a one-state solution thus poses several difficult questions: Can those who support rights-based approaches as a matter of principle justify abandoning such an approach in this case, in the face of the political challenges to its implementation? Does the image of a single-state solution merely entice Palestinians and Israelis into a quixotic venture that would cruelly prolong the sufferings of the two peoples, likely for decades to come? These are challenging and real questions and supporters of a single-state solution -particularly those who do not experience the direct sufferings of the two peoples -must ponder them respectfully and carefully and begin to offer answers that dispel justifiable scepticism about the approach and the end that they seek.
II A Rights-Based Approach to Middle East Peacemaking
We have already seen that a rights-based approach to resolving conflict in the Middle East is one that is normatively based on international law, including international human rights standards, international humanitarian law, and general principles of public international law. This section will explore the implications of a rights-based approach somewhat more specifically and operationally, and outline some of its advantages. In particular, a rights-based approach is posed here as an alternative, if not an antidote, to the approach that prevailed during the years of the Oslo peace process, in which international law was treated largely as an impediment to peace negotiations. Although Palestinian representatives repeatedly sought to base negotiations on international legal principles, Israeli and American negotiators favoured "pragmatism," flexibility, and political accommodation. 5 As we are all painfully aware, this anti-legal approach ended in failure. 5 Dajani, ibid. documenting numerous attempts by Palestinian negotiators at Camp David to introduce international legality but facing resistance by both Israeli and U.S. negotiators. Perhaps at no point was the difference in approaches between Palestinians, on the one hand, and Israelis and Americans, on the other hand, more dramatically underscored than in President Clinton's tirade against PLO negotiator Ahmad Qurei. Qurei A rights-based approach starts with a belief that to designate something a "right" in international law is not a trivial act. Rather, bestowal of this very special status means that it embodies the most cherished principles of morality and justice held by the world community. 6 Rights exist as a matter of law and are distinct from desires, aspirations, or interests, in the sense that they bestow entitlements for which the rights holder need not bargain and for which a demand for enforcement may be made of legitimate authority. 7 When rights conflict with interests or aspirations, rights should prevail.
A rights based approach involves a commitment to maximize rights -that is, to make concerted effort to achieve the widest array of rights for parties to a dispute and to firmly resist the sacrifice of rights to power or political expediency. 8 Proposals to rank, prioritize, or establish hierarchies of rights should be approached with great care, as rights are often intangible and extremely difficult to compare. Instead, every effort should be made to reconcile rights to the maximum extent possible. 9 Notions of superior and inferior rights can be a prelude to 'balancing conflicting rights', and ultimately, to the negation of the rights of some in favour of the putative rights of others.
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Where properly defined rights are genuinely and inevitably in conflict, a rights-based approach would presumptively favour equitable compromise -splitting the difference. Zero-sum dispositions, in contrast, are subversive of the very notion of rights, as "rights" that cannot be enforced are not, ultimately, worthy of the designation.
A rights-based approach should, wherever possible, prioritize direct remedies of rights over indirect remedies. The danger, otherwise, is that the conversion of rights into monetary or other values is an invitation for the rich and powerful to overbear and exploit the poor and weak.
11 Extreme vigilance is due to the conditions under which rights are bargained or negotiated -that is, to who purports to speak for rights holders, with what representative authority, mediated by whom, and whether in an environment supportive or subversive of the protection of rights. At the same time, when a suitably protective bargaining environment is created, the choices of rights holders to either insist on enforcement or to trade rights for other benefits must be respected. No one should be "held hostage" to his or her right.
Finally, a rights-based approach should pay attention not just to substantive definitions of rights, but also to process. This is not so much a moral imperative as a practical one: if proponents of this approach are incapable of tracing a legal path to the realization of rights, then they risk being dismissed as well-intentioned but misguided dreamers.
What advantages does a rights-based approach bring to Middle East peacemaking? Let me suggest three. First, international legal rights establish a baseline of protections for both Palestinians and Israelis and would partially offset whether the right of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes in Israel conflicts with Israeli rights to self-determination, finding that the rights, properly defined, do not conflict. International law does not support Israel's claim of a right to exclude Palestinian refugees simply because they would transform Israel's demography and jeopardize Jewish predominance, and Palestinian exercise of the right of return is thus compatible with Israel's right of self-determination. 10 For example, the U.S. Supreme Court's explicit introduction of a "balancing approach" in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence -that dealing with search and seizure rights -has, in almost every case, led to the diminution of individual rights to privacy in favour of community rights or interests in expeditious and accurate prosecutions of crimes. S. Sundby, "A Return to Fourth Amendment Basics: Undoing the Mischief of Camara and Terry" (1987) (1988) the huge imbalance of military, economic, and diplomatic power between the two parties.
12 It would thus promote a resolution based on justice, not simply power. Second, an agreement based on well-established international norms would enjoy the greatest legitimacy among both domestic constituencies and within the international community more generally. 13 Third, a rights-based resolution to the conflict would demonstrate to the peoples of the Middle East, and elsewhere, that international law is not simply the tool by which greater powers justify military interventions, but also a means by which justice and durable peace can be achieved. In a region afflicted by great, and understandable, cynicism about the rule of law, with the resulting temptation to redress grievances through extralegal means, this would be a powerful and positive statement. 14 Calls to enhance the role of international law in Middle East peacemaking could easily go unheeded. 15 While one can speculate as to the reasons for U.S. official hostility to international law in this context, it is hard not to see Israeli reticence as stemming from trepidation over the support that international law provides Palestinian positions on a number of key issues. 16 The simple fact is that the application of a rights-based approach to Middle East peacemaking is likely to effectuate a substantial redistribution of rights and benefits in favour of Palestinians. How might Israel, which still possesses an enormous power differential over the Palestinians, and the United States, Israel's ally, ever be coaxed into responding differently to this approach than in the past?
The answer, of course, is that they may not -at least, not in the immediate future. Nonetheless, each power has the failure of the Camp David negotiations 13 Dajani, supra note 4, demonstrating that the conformity with international law can provide negotiated agreements legitimacy with domestic constituencies and international actors. 14 I have made these points previously. See Bisharat, supra note 4. See also Falk, supra note 4: International law represents a general embodiment of reasonableness, and therefore gives disputants an approximate gauge of the fairness of prospective resolutions of conflict. Omar Dajani, supra note 4, has performed perhaps the most systematic examination of the role of international law in Palestinian-Israeli peace negotiations from the perspective of a participant. His tally of benefits of the role of international law in peace negotiations include some similar to mine, but he adds further that international law can serve to fill gaps in agreements. 15 See Falk, supra note 4, admitting the improbability of implementing international law "because of considerations of political feasibility." 16 Quigley, supra note 4, international law supports Palestinian positions on requirement of full Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied in 1967, illegality of Israeli settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, repatriation of Palestinian refugees, and challenging Israeli claims to sovereignty over Jerusalem.
to learn from. In the aftermath of Israel's unsuccessful war against Lebanon in 2006, and with the scale of the United States' Iraq debacle becoming increasingly clear, it is possible that both powers will develop greater incentives to negotiate on terms more respectful of international law.
Nonetheless, calls for implementing international law in Middle East peacemaking are likely to be treated as partisan, and those making them must be scrupulous in upholding legality in a consistent and principled manner, and in emphasizing the law's benefits to both parties to the dispute. A healthy awareness of the limitations of international law is also necessary. International law does not offer clear prescriptions for all of the outstanding issues between Palestinians and Israelis. 17 Nor were the failures of past negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis solely due to insufficient reliance on international law; rectifying only one part of the equation will not guarantee more successful results in future negotiations.
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III
General Arguments for a One-State Solution
This section will briefly review the history of the idea of a one-state solution, and outline some of the major arguments that have been made in its support. While it would be possible to articulate a rights-based justification for a one-state solution in the abstract, situating it in a broader historical and political context is helpful. The notion of a single state seems far less alien when its origins and rationale are excavated. In some respects, the rights-based approach echoes and recasts themes that are evident in the arguments considered in this section. For the last sixty years, following the United Nations General Assembly passage of the partition plan for Palestine, 19 the prevailing assumption in the international community has been that the competing claims of Jewish Israelis 18 See Quandt, supra note 5, for a discussion on the failure of diplomacy to settle IsraeliPalestinian conflict due to history, culture, intrinsic difficulty of solving core issues, inequality between parties, domestic opponents to conciliation, and dependency on third-party mediation; Kaufman & Bisharat, supra note 4 at 71: for causes of breakdown of the Oslo process include "leadership failure, intercultural misunderstandings, contending negotiating styles, and previous traumatic experiences. 19 21 This current of Jewish thought was largely superseded, during and after World War II and the Nazi holocaust, by the Zionist drive to establish a Jewish state in Palestine. But it never entirely disappeared, and recently has begun to re-emerge in the writings of a small number of Jewish Israelis and others outside of Israel -some of which will be reviewed below.
Palestinian Arabs strongly opposed the partition of Palestine, as an unwarranted violation of their rights to self-determination and sovereignty in the land they had inhabited continuously for generations. 22 Calls for the creation of a single state by Palestinians resurfaced during the late 1960s, when official policy of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) stipulated the creation of a "democratic secular state" in Palestine, in which Jews and Palestinians would reside as equal citizens. By the mid-seventies, however, the PLO had begun to support a "national authority" in any areas from which Israel might withdrawwhich was largely understood as a coded acceptance of Israel's permanency and a 20 call for a two-state solution. 23 In 1988, the PLO took the momentous step of recognizing Israel within its boundaries prior to the June 1967 war and declared the independence of the State of Palestine. The latter, of course, was a purely symbolic gesture, but the PLO's commitment to respecting Israel's integrity as a state was cemented in the Declaration of Principles signed by Israel and the PLO in 1993 that ushered in the "Oslo peace process." Support for a two-state solution has been the PLO's official stance ever since. 24 Palestinian critics of the two-state solution, likewise, have never disappeared and as the Oslo process floundered, a number of Palestinians began to articulate support for a one-state solution. As early as 1997, prominent Palestinian-American literary critic and theorist Edward Said began to criticize the logic of partition underlying the Oslo process, and to call for Palestinians and Israelis to "plan a common life together." 25 As despair over the viability of the two-state solution has set in, support for a single state appears to be growing, particularly among Palestinian intellectuals, joined by a smaller number of Israeli thinkers.
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In fact, the phrase "one-state solution" is better conceived as a category of possible solutions, rather than a single defined model or plan. American political scientist Virginia Tilley has also contributed one of the most important works in support of a single state, supra note 1. In July 2007, a group of academics, journalists and activists from the United States, Israel, Europe, and South Africa met outside Madrid, Spain, to discuss the vision of a one-state solution and strategies for its implementation. The group issued a statement calling for a one-state solution, and for further debate and study of the means of its implementation.
The statement and meeting participants may be viewed at http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article7102.shtml. Support for a one state solution is by no means uniform among Palestinian intellectuals; for two critical views see S. Tamari The arguments in support of a one-state solution reviewed here are somewhat overlapping, but emphasize different things. They include what might be called, for shorthand, an "organic" argument; a "moral-ideological" argument; and a "negative" or "default" argument.
i. The organic argument
The organic argument is one that views Palestine/Israel as a functioning, natural, organic unit. Its Jewish and Palestinian inhabitants are so inextricably entwinedgeographically, economically, administratively, and otherwise -that no equitable and mutually acceptable partition of the territory is possible. 30 Indeed, partition, far from being the solution to inter-communal tensions, is the source of many problems. All attempts to draw partition lines that fairly apportion territory to the 27 . 29 The binational model can be further broken down: Sussman, supra note 27 at 304: "The binational model encompasses federal, confederal, and consociational variants." Unfortunately, there is no terminological consistency in discussions of the single state solution. Sussman points out that in Israel "binationalism" sometimes refers to what I characterize here as the "secular democratic model". 30 Abunimah, supra note 1, offers one of the most straightforward articulations of the "organic" argument. Another version, given by Meron Benvenisti (quoted in A. Shavit, "Cry, the Beloved Two State Solution" Haaretz (8 August 2003)) poses unity of the land almost as if it were the "natural order of things": "The model of a division into two nation-states is inapplicable. It doesn't reflect the depth of the conflict and doesn't sit with the scale of the entanglement that exists in large parts of the country. You can erect all the walls in the world here but you won't be able to overcome the fact that there is only one aquifer here and the same air and that all the streams run into the same sea. You won't be able to overcome the fact that this country will not tolerate a border in its midst." two peoples have failed, and attempts to separate them have necessarily entailed violence. 31 The first major attempt to impose separation was during the 1948 war, when close to 800,000 Palestinians were expelled or fled from their homes in fear in the areas that fell under Israel's control. 32 This separation, however, was reversed when Israel occupied those territories in 1967, in effect, reintegrating Israel/Palestine into a single functioning geopolitical and economic unit. Israel has determinedly battled Palestinian efforts to establish meaningful sovereignty there and implanted nearly half a million Israeli settlers in over 200 West Bank settlements, linked by an extensive system of roads and infrastructural services.
Attempts to reimpose separation -through the closing of Israel's borders to Palestinian migrant labourers, through the creation of a separate legal system for the settlers and settlements, and through the erection of Israel's "security barrier" -have only imposed further hardship on Palestinians and increased strife. With shared water resources, limited airspace, integrated economies, and the like, disentangling Israel and the Palestinian territories would be, if not impossible, at least highly inefficient and would inevitably produce further injustices.
In short, partition, in a variety of formulations, has been the international community's guiding principle with respect to Palestine/Israel for sixty yearsand it has repeatedly proved itself a failure. After six decades of experimentation with dividing the land of Palestine/Israel between the two peoples, resulting only in conflict and strife, it is time to admit defeat and to explore a new approach.
ii. The moral-ideological argument
The moral-ideological argument essentially states that Zionist ethnic nationalism is a regressive, chauvinistic ideology that, if not by its very nature, at least in the form and manner actualized in Palestine, has entailed aggression, oppression, and injustice against the Palestinians. In contrast, a single state founded on principles of inclusion, tolerance, and recognition of the mutual dignity of all citizensJews, Palestinian Muslims, and Christians -would be more in consonance with the morals, aspirations, and ideals of the contemporary world, and is therefore more desirable. Zionism was born not simply as a reaction to European anti-Semitism, but was also inspired by nineteenth century ethnic nationalism. A central Zionist tenet was that a Jewish state could not be maintained except through establishing and maintaining a Jewish majority. Unfortunately, this tenet had disastrous implications when played out in a country in which the majority population, as late as 1948, was overwhelmingly Palestinian Arab. The expulsion of the 31 Abunimah, ibid. at 19-54, discusses the failure of various attempts at partition. Palestinians in 1948 was a logical corollary of Zionism's commitment to Jewish majority domination. While the fate of the Palestinians was not greatly different than that of other native peoples subjected to settler colonialism, Israel was founded in the era of decolonization, when international law no longer tolerated the excesses of the colonial past. 33 Israel claims membership in the fellowship of democratic nations, but is the only ethnic democracy to do so. Other settler colonial societies, such as the U.S., Australia, and South Africa, have all learned the painful lesson that ethnic nationalism, with its tendencies toward ethnic cleansing, discourses of ethnic supremacy, and incompatibility with the precept of equality before the law, is in fundamental ways anti-democratic and an anachronism. Israel, propelled out of World War II by the Nazi holocaust, won itself temporary reprieve from the judgments that other ethnic regimes faced. But the tension between Israel's commitment to being a Jewish state and its espousal of democratic ideals is deepening, not diminishing, and its policies are currently leading to intolerable regional and global tensions. 34 Needless to say, this is by no means a new critique of Zionism. 35 It is evident, however, that the demise of the Oslo "peace process" and the outbreak of the al-Aksa Intifada brought about a revival of older concerns and spurred soulsearching among some former Zionists.
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Far from rendering the final answer to the "Jewish question", Israel may well have contributed, by its policies, to the rise of anti-Semitism in the Muslim world, and possibly in the West as well. Although conceived as a safe haven for Jews, in fact Israel has now become one of the most dangerous places for Jews in the world, a fact reflected in flagging immigration numbers. 37 Thus Zionism is a failed ideology, even in its own terms. 33 The moral-ideological argument is well-stated by Tilley, supra note 1: Zionism is a form of ethnic nationalism that contradicts equality under the law, a basic precept of true democracy. 34 Tilley, supra note 1 at 179-182. 35 See Silberstein, supra note 21, which reviews Jewish and some Palestinian critics of Zionism. 
The negative argument
The negative argument, or argument by default, rests on the belief that a two-state solution is no longer possible given political conditions on the ground in Palestine/Israel, and therefore the only principled solution that remains is the onestate solution. 38 The basic thrust of the argument is that Israel's colonizing process in the West Bank has gone so far that it is now irreversible and that the remaining land base for a Palestinian state is insufficient.
The challenge of reversing decades of Israeli colonization of the West Bank to make adequate space for credible and sustainable Palestinian sovereignty is, indeed, daunting. The West Bank, including East Jerusalem, is now home some 460,000 Israeli settlers. 39 Many hold a powerful ideological attachment to what they believe to be the ancient Jewish heartland. While it is commonly believed that many Israelis support withdrawal from the West Bank and the creation of a Palestinian state, they have repeatedly elected leaders who tolerate, if not actively promote, further settlement activity. Some polling data suggests that a minority of Israelis actually support full withdrawal to the pre-June war borders, while a majority oppose it. 40 The movement to absorb West Bank land is continuing, 41 so the challenge is to forecast when -if ever -the political forces against expansion will overtake those in its support. This involves a reading of domestic Israeli politics, in which the forces in favour of continuing colonization the West Bank are, at least for the foreseeable future, insurmountable. Key external actors, such as the U.S., European Union, the Arab states, and the Palestinians themselves are either unable or unwilling to effectively oppose consolidation of Israeli control over major parts of the West Bank. Were a Palestinian state to be created of the remaining enclaves of territory, the result would still be continuing instability.
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The problem with the "negative" argument is that the conditions rendering a two-state solution no longer possible would appear similarly to block the creation of a single state. On close inspection, then, this argument seems to conjoin an empirical proposition -that two-states have been precluded by facts on the ground -with a normative one -that we should, for moral reasons, support the only principled solution that remains. Yet read most realistically, the facts on the ground seem to foreshadow a future in which no principled or just solution is likely to be reached at all.
IV The Single State as a Framework for Maximizing Rights
Let me now turn to the rights-based argument in support of a one-state solution: a single state offers the most promising framework for realizing the widest array of rights for both Israelis and Palestinians, particularly as compared to the conventionally accepted two-state solution. To reiterate: rights achieve their very special status because they embody particularly cherished values and exemplify norms of justice held throughout the world. A resolution of the conflict that vindicates rights of both peoples, and remedies violations of individual rights, is one that best approximates a just outcome and best guarantees a durable peace. Thus we must ask: what are the internationally recognized rights of each of these two peoples, that each would seek to preserve in a final resolution of their conflict, and how would they fare under a one-state solution as opposed to its common alternative, the two-state solution?
43 Palestinians and Israelis harbour other interests and aspirations that are not rights. While interests and aspirations do not have the same claim to vindication that rights do, it is still important to also ask: how may these other interests and aspirations be interwoven with the peoples' respective rights, so as to create the best deal for both peoples?
As a matter of principle, of course, both Palestinians and Israelis possess symmetrical collective rights of self-determination and sovereignty -a point to which I will return below. Israelis and Palestinians enjoy the same array of 42 Tilley, supra note 1 at 3-5 states: "The resulting Palestinian statelet would be blocked off physically from the Israeli economy, its major cities would be cut off from each other, and its government would be unable to control the territory's water resources, develop its agriculture, or manage its trade with neighbo[u]ring states. It would comprise little more than a sealed vessel of growing poverty and demoralization." individual human, civil, and political rights as all other human beings. Their respective experiences, however, lead to some similar and some different priorities. 44 The object here cannot be to provide an exhaustive catalogue of all the legal rights at stake in the conflict. Rather, I have tried to identify some key demands of the two peoples, and to determine what rights might underlie and support them.
i. Key Palestinian Rights and Interests
The rights that seem most important to Palestinians include: a return for Palestinian refugees; equality of Palestinian citizens of Israel; national selfdetermination and sovereignty; control over East Jerusalem; and freedom from Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. While there is lingering controversy over the legal status of Palestinian refugee claims, the more compelling argument is that the right of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes of origin, and the associated right to receive either restitution of their properties or compensation, is firmly grounded in international law. 47 Importantly, the right to return is an individual right and is 44 It is impossible in the limited scope of this article to provide full legal argument in support of each of the "rights" below -as desirable as that may be. I fully recognize that some "rights" are contested (such as the "right of return" for Palestinian refugees); all I can do here is to state my position and provide supporting references. 45 Although Israel withdrew its civilian settlers from the Gaza Strip in 2005, it continues to control the region's borders, airspace, and coast, and provides it with gas, electricity, and water. Associated property rights are also individual rights, violations of which are remedied by restitution, compensation, or a combination of the two. It should be evident that genuine fulfillment of the Palestinians' right of return can only be effectuated under a one-state solution. It is, of course, unknowable how many refugees would return were they offered the choice, but it is hard to square the return of any significant number of Palestinian refugees with maintaining the predominance of Jews in Israel, which is the very rationale of a two-state solution. 49 Actual return of large numbers of Palestinian refugees would raise real, but surmountable challenges -for example, restitution may be physically impossible in many cases, and due measures would have to be taken to protect the rights of secondary occupants.
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The most generous treatment of Palestinian refugees yet envisioned in association with the two-state solution occurred in the unofficial Geneva Accord 
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The Accord was never formally adopted by either Israel or the Palestinians, and then-Israeli Prime Minister Sharon firmly rejected it. Nonetheless, it gives us a rough "best case" scenario for refugee rights under a two-state solution.
According to the Geneva Accord, Palestinians would be entitled to seek compensation for "refugeehood" and losses of property. In addition, Palestinian refugees would be offered a choice between return to Israel and resettlement, either in current host countries or in third countries. However, the actual numbers permitted to return would be subject to Israel's sovereign discretion. 52 The few who actually returned to their homes in Israel would receive the fullest remedy of their rights, although at the expense of second-class citizenship, in effect trading one violation of their rights for another. 53 Palestinian refugees in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, even if compensated for damages and losses of their property in Israel, would receive no real remedy for their right to return, as their right would be deemed already "realized."
Palestinians abroad would be faced with the prospect of crowding into the West Bank, as the Gaza Strip is greatly overpopulated and already in urgent need for demographic relief itself. Those who, however unwisely -or desperatelydid so would at least have been spared the condition of statelessness, which is a net positive, of course. But provision of a state, no matter how welcome, does not remedy the core right that has been violated -which is an individual right to choose freely to remain in the home of one's long attachment. In fact, statehood is a remedy for the denial of different rights -the rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination and sovereignty. The only true remedy for a violation of the right to return is actual return and restitution of refugee property. The probable outcome of the two-state treatment of refugee rights, therefore, is that the majority of Palestinian claimants would be forced to accept partial and imperfect remedies.
Rights to equality for the Palestinian citizens of Israel. The nearly 1.4 million Palestinian citizens of Israel constitute approximately 20% of the population of that state. 54 Rights of Palestinian citizens of Israel to basic equality under the law, as the citizens of any other state, are protected by the United 51 Geneva Initiative, Geneva Accord, online: <http://www.geneva-accord.org/Accord.aspx?FolderID=33&lang=en.>. 52 Geneva Accord, ibid. art. 7. Host and third countries would also be able to specify the numbers of refugees they would resettle. 53 The status of Palestinian citizens of Israel will be taken up below. 54 In reality, Palestinian citizens of Israel suffer a variety of forms of discrimination in their daily lives, whether in the form of 20 laws that either privilege Jews or discriminate against Palestinians 58 or in the form of discrimination in the allocation of government services and resources. 59 Israel's Basic Law of Human Dignity and Liberty, intended as the country's "bill of rights", not only fails to include an explicit guarantee of equal rights, but it characterizes Israel as a "Jewish and democratic" state. 60 Palestinian citizens thus face de jure and de facto discrimination in many aspects of life without benefit of a constitutional principle protecting equal rights under the law.
Again, only in a one-state solution would the rights of Palestinian citizens of Israel truly be realized. The key fact is that their current plight is, fundamentally, an outgrowth of their status as non-Jews in a state that is in letter and in spirit a Jewish state. Surely there is a degree to which their plight is exacerbated by the conflict; in a post-conflict Israel, this plight might be somewhat ameliorated even in the event of a two-state solution. Yet is hard to imagine how Palestinians could ever achieve full equality in a state that explicitly represents itself as the state of another people. 61 It is far more likely that this symbolic official commitment to Jews will continue to be actualized in discriminatory policies on the ground, and that any improvement for Palestinian citizens will be at the margins. 62 Furthermore, if the birth rate of Palestinian citizens of Israel continues to outstrip that of Jewish Israelis, the latter have only deferred, not solved, the "demographic problem" to which the two-state solution was in large part directed. 63 If so, Palestinian citizens of Israel are likely to continue to be the object of policies designed to curb their political influence.
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Palestinian rights to national self-determination and sovereignty in their own land. Many Palestinians directly trace their vulnerability to their condition of statelessness. Therefore, creating a viable Palestinian state is essential to the protection of their other rights, and is a good in itself, as a form of national self-expression. The right of the Palestinian people to national selfdetermination, including the right to establish a state, has been recognized by the international community. 65 A two-state solution, at least one involving real and not truncated sovereignty, would satisfy this right, however unevenly. All Palestinians would enjoy the symbolic affiliation with a state that embodies the collective identity of the Palestinian people. But only those living within the territorial jurisdiction of the Palestinian state would enjoy the full tangible benefits of statehood; those remaining outside its boundaries -Palestinian citizens of Israel, and Palestinian refugees for whom immigration to the new Palestine is impracticable -would not.
A one-state solution, on the other hand would apportion this right more evenly and justly among Palestinians. However, as the one-state solution necessarily would involve shared sovereignty with Jewish Israelis, Palestinians of the Occupied Territories would be sacrificing the exclusive sovereignty a twostate solution would afford so that all Palestinians have some share in this right. Of course, when sovereignty is shared between two peoples, each enjoys less of that right than would be the case were one or the other to have exclusive sovereignty. Shared sovereignty, while a compromise, is a far cry from no sovereignty at all, and the specific identities and interests of each people can be enshrined and protected in a variety of ways.
Control over East Jerusalem. East Jerusalem has been the economic, political, and cultural hub of the West Bank and is the centre of religious life for Palestinian Muslims and Christians. A Palestinian state lacking a capital in East Jerusalem is inconceivable to many Palestinians and this strong desire will not be satisfied by locating the capital in a re-named suburb. Although the international legal status of Jerusalem is contested -the UN Partition Plan provided for an internationally administered corpus separatum for the city and Israel's annexation of the city has never been recognized as legal by the international communityPalestinians have rights of sovereignty there that are equal or superior to those of Israel.
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A two-state solution would be adequate to address Palestinian rights to Jerusalem provided that the two sides can agree to an equitable division of the city, coupled with agreements guaranteeing the rights of non-citizens who remain in the quarters falling under the control of the other state. Given the intermingling of the populations and the intense attachments of each side to areas that are, literally, part and parcel of each other (such as the Western Wall and the Haram ash-Sharif) such a division seems nearly impossible. 67 A one-state solution would vault over all these difficulties, and provide Palestinians and Israelis equal access to the city to which both peoples are deeply devoted.
Freedom from Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Properly speaking, there is no international legal right to be free of foreign military occupation as such. On the other hand, Israeli occupation has entailed many violations of Palestinian rights and an end to Israeli occupation would free Palestinians from these violations. Nations are barred from territorial acquisition by war and Israel has been under call by the United Nations Security Council to end its occupation of Palestinian territories since 1967. 68 Israeli occupation is the principal obstacle to the realization of Palestinian right to self-determination.
Occupation has provided the umbrella under which Israel has colonized Palestinian land in the West Bank, violating both individual property rights of Palestinian landowners, 69 and Israel's obligations as an occupying authority. 70 Specific policies of Israel's occupation forces including restrictions on freedom of movement, 71 detention without charge, 72 torture, 73 assassination, 74 home demolition, 75 curfew, 76 and others have entailed violations of Palestinian rights to life, freedom of travel, housing, medical care, work, due process, and dignity.
An end to Israeli occupation would be effected by either a one-state or a two-state solution. In regard to the rights of Palestinians now living under Israeli occupation, both solutions are equally effective.
ii. Key Israeli Rights and Interests
Key Israeli rights and interests include: rights to individual and collective security; preserving Israel as a Jewish state; achieving sovereignty in Jerusalem; continued settlement in the West Bank; and regional acceptance and friendly relations with neighbouring Arab countries. Rights to individual and collective security. All nations have rights to be free of aggressive attack 77 and individuals have rights to life that are violated by acts of violence, and no less so Israel as a nation and Israeli Jews as individual human beings.
78 Notwithstanding the power of Israel's military, it is indisputable that Israelis live with a chronic sense of insecurity, and that they fervently desire, and deserve, to live a normal life of peace.
Perhaps the most important lesson of Israel's build-up of immense military power yet continued sense of embattlement and threat is that security, ultimately, does not stem from military superiority. While a two-state solution might defuse hostilities in the short term, the rights of Palestinian refugees and Palestinian citizens of Israel would remain smouldering issues. Israelis know that some Palestinians support a two-state solution as part of the al-barnamij al-marhali, or "program of stages" adopted by the PLO in 1978, whereby acceptance of a Palestinian state on the West Bank and Gaza Strip would be a first step toward total liberation of Palestine. 79 The election of a Hamas majority in the January 2006 elections to the Palestinian Legislative Council is likely to further convince many Israelis of the ultimate determination of Palestinians to destroy Israel. An atmosphere of tension and distrust is therefore likely to accompany the two-state solution. Israel is likely to remain highly vigilant regarding its security and to take direct actions to guarantee it. Palestinians may initially accept a demilitarized state, but if they continue to suffer Israeli incursions and the same chronic sense of insecurity they faced under Israeli occupation, they may begin to question the legitimacy of a state that cannot fulfill basic state functions, including defense of the nation's territory and individuals. It would then be only a few short steps to a resumption of larger scale conflict.
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A one-state solution, on the other hand, would resolve all the major outstanding Palestinian grievances with Israel, and thus largely eliminate the sources of conflict. No doubt, some Palestinians would remain ideologically committed to establishing an Islamic state in all of Palestine, but there are strong indications that this group is a small minority within the Palestinian population. 81 78 UN Security Council Resolution 242 (supra note 68) recognizes the right of all states in the region -including, of course, Israel -"to live in peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force." The individual right to life is sanctified in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 56. 79 Alternative Palestinian Agenda, supra note 43, citing Israeli distrust of Palestinian intentions due to awareness of "al-barnamij al-marhali". 80 As Tilley, supra note 1 at 3-4, argues, "The resulting Palestinian statelet would be blocked off physically from the Israeli economy, its major cities would be cut off from each other, and its government would be unable to control the territory's water resources, develop its agriculture, or manage its trade with its neighbo[u]rs. It would comprise little more than a sealed vessel of growing poverty and demoralization." Preserving Israel as a Jewish democratic state. The lesson that many Jews drew from the Nazi holocaust was that the defense of the Jewish people should never be entrusted to others. A majority of Jewish Israelis clearly support the idea of a Jewish state as the ultimate guarantor of the safety of the Jewish people and as the national expression of Jewish identity. Maintaining a safe haven for Jews worldwide, and facilitating their in-migration, is a key component of Israel's role. Israel's political leadership has always operated as if these goals could only be achieved by establishing and maintaining a dominant Jewish majority in the country. While Israel has never publicly avowed a precise formulation of a desirable demographic mix, there is evidence that its leaders have set a Palestinian minority of 15-20% as a target. 82 There is substantial legal support for the proposition that the international community has recognized the Jews as a people with rights to self-determination in Palestine. 83 The Council of the League of Nations incorporated the terms of the Balfour Declaration into the British Mandate for Palestine, approving the "establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people." 84 A Jewish state was recommended by the United Nations General Assembly Partition Plan of 1947. 85 Israel was admitted to the United Nations in 1949. 86 Its independence and right to sovereignty were affirmed in 1967, in the aftermath of the June War. 87 Israel, today, is recognized by all but a handful of states. But is Israel's desire to remain a state with a predominant Jewish majority justifiable in international law? The answer is almost certainly no. None of the sources that Israel cites as grounds for Jewish self-determination and sovereignty entitle Israel to any specific demographic configuration. Indeed, the U.N. Partition plan would have established a "Jewish state" in which Jews were perhaps a slight minority, undercutting the notion that a "Jewish state" necessarily entailed a strong Jewish majority. 88 All of these same sources also contain at least general protections for the rights of non-Jews that would bar Israel from taking discriminatory actions with respect to them. Nor is it clear that any legal authority could entitle Israel to violate fundamental Palestinian rights -to equality, to property, et cetera -that are secured in basic instruments of international human rights law. It follows, then, that Israel's desire to maintain a strong Jewish majority, while deeply held, is not a "right" protected in international law. Thus, it cannot operate as a legal justification for the denial of Palestinian rights -for example, the right of Palestinian refugees to return. 89 Putting that to one side for a moment, let us consider how Israel's desire for Jewish demographic predominance would fare under the two-and one-state solutions.
On the face of it, it seems a simple and obvious fact that a two-state solution is compatible with the goal of preserving Israel as a state for the Jewsthat, indeed, is its very rationale -and a one-state solution is not. But the reality is that Israel today is already a flawed democracy and as long as it has a significant Palestinian minority, it will continue to be. As we have already noted, given the higher birth rate among Palestinians than among Jewish Israelis, a twostate solution will delay confrontation with, but not ultimately resolve, the contradiction between Israel's commitments to its Jewishness and to democracy. To date, that contradiction has been resolved in favour of Israel's Jewish character at the expense of its democratic character, but more measures will be necessary to contain Palestinian growth or the contradiction will become more acute and visible over time.
There is no escaping the difficult fact that a one-state solution would require an abandonment of the goal of preserving Israel as a predominantly Jewish state, or one in which Jews enjoy privileged status over non-Jews. The fact that Israel has no right to maintain Jewish predominance in international law is likely to provide small comfort to many Israeli Jews.
The question they will have to face is whether that goal is an end in itself or a means to achieve other ends, and, if a means, whether it is superior to other political frameworks in achieving them. As we have seen, Jews have not always insisted on separate statehood and Israelis, with the rest of us, now have sixty years of agonized experience with partition on which to reflect. Whereas a predominantly Jewish state may have seemed sensible in 1948, efforts to establish 257. Yet A. Sa'di, "Afterword," in Nakba: Palestine, 1948 , and the Claims of Memory (A. Sa'di and L. Abu-Lughod, eds.), p. 290 maintains that the Jewish state would have been inhabited by 499,000 Jews and 438,000 Arabs. Certainly the borders of the Jewish state were drawn with the expectation of large-scale Jewish immigration, but the General Assembly could not have known in advance the scale of it. 89 Kagan, supra note 9. and maintain it have only brought strife, and ultimately insecurity, to Israeli Jews. It is not inconceivable that some, and eventually many, Israelis will be convinced to try a different course.
It is clear that a single state ensuring equality for all citizens would be more truly democratic and would eliminate the underlying fault that runs through the Israeli polity today. While Israel would surrender its character as a "Jewish state," it would more fully realize its commitment to democracy -a commitment that, no doubt, many Jewish Israelis hold deeply. Finally, just as for Palestinians, shared sovereignty for Jews does not imply the complete negation of sovereign rights, and arrangements to preserve Jewish interests and identity can be incorporated into a one-state framework.
Sovereignty in Jerusalem. Jerusalem is the center of Jewish religious life and a symbol of the connection of Jews to the land. Continuing control over most or all of Jerusalem is a sine qua non for a large majority of Israeli Jews. As we have noted previously, the international legal status of Jerusalem is contested and Israel's designation of it as its capital has not been recognized by the international community. However, its claims of sovereign rights to the city are stronger with respect to West Jerusalem than with respect to East Jerusalem.
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As we have also previously seen, a two-state solution will require a division of sovereignty within Jerusalem, while a one-state solution would avoid the difficulties entailed in territorial division. Full sovereignty over some parts of the city would be traded for shared sovereignty over all.
Continued access to residence in parts of the country of particular historical importance to Jews. While not of such universal significance to all Israelis, and a value that many would readily sacrifice in exchange for peace, many others hold passionate and sincere attachments to the parts of the West Bank that are viewed as the heartland of the ancient Jewish kingdoms. Jewish Israelis, however, have no legal rights to settle in the West Bank, and Israel, on the contrary, has an international legal obligation not to settle its civilian in occupied Palestinian territories. settle there in the future. In a single state, however, there would be no need to restrict residence by either Jews or Palestinians in any part of the country. In theory, Jewish settlements and settlers could remain where they are in the West Bank, although the rights of Palestinian property owners whose lands were taken for settlements would still require redress.
Regional acceptance and friendly relations with the surrounding Arab countries. It may well be the case that Israelis have despaired of ever gaining genuine acceptance in the Arab world. Israel has had a peace agreement with Egypt for nearly thirty years and with Jordan for more than a decade, but those agreements have, manifestly, not led to acceptance by the populations of those countries, nor those of other countries in the Middle East. Of course, Israel has no legal rights against its neighbours beyond respect for its borders and security and cannot compel their friendship or admiration.
Attitudes toward Israel in the Arab and Muslim worlds are likely to continue to be significantly influenced by perceptions of its treatment of the Palestinians. A two-state solution that does not genuinely address the plight of Palestinian refugees and Palestinian citizens of Israel and leaves injustices festering is unlikely to change the current reality of "cold peace" in the region. It is conceivable that a single, democratic secular state in Israel/Palestine may be ideologically challenging to some forces in the region in other ways, but it is far less likely to generate the kind or level of hostility that Israel currently attracts. On the contrary, it may constitute a positive beacon of tolerance, egalitarianism, and other progressive ideals that will inspire democratic forces in the region.
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One of the key points that should emerge from this exercise is that different resolutions of the conflict have differential impacts not only as between Palestinians and Israelis, but also as between differently situated segments of the Palestinian people. 93 The one-state solution is the most just, not only in the way that it maximizes and reconciles rights between Palestinians and Israelis, but also in the way that it distributes justice among Palestinians themselves. In particular, the one-state solution is the only framework that would enable the realization of rights to equality for Palestinian citizens of Israel and rights of return for Palestinian refugees. If we are to truly take rights seriously, as a principled rights-based approach mandates, no solution to the conflict can afford to simply ignore the rights of these two groups of Palestinians. As importantly, no solution that leaves basic grievances unresolved will ever withstand the test of time. Sharing sovereignty clearly involves serious compromise to each people's rights to nationhood. It is, however, a reciprocal compromise, and the only means of avoiding a zero-sum disposition in which some enjoy full rights and others enjoy none. It would require Jewish Israelis to abandon a deeply cherished value -that of maintaining Israel's character as a state for the Jews. It would also require Palestinians to surrender hopes of an independent Palestinian state, and to rethink, and perhaps attenuate, their connections to the broader Arab world.
Assuming, however, that the one-state solution is the most desirable resolution of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, how might that end be achieved? More specifically, if a rights-based approach encompasses respect for procedural regularity, is there a legal path to achieve that goal? These are questions that must be engaged if proponents of the one-state solution expect to gain genuine political traction.
VI GETTING TO ONE STATE
Those committed to charting a legal path to a one-state solution must confront one overriding consideration: as a matter of law, Israelis and Palestinians cannot be compelled to accept such a solution against their wills. Israel is a recognized sovereign state, and although the Palestinians have not yet achieved sovereignty, their right to establish a state has also received international recognition. It would seem completely incompatible with the concept of sovereignty, even in its modern, somewhat permeable form, for any external entity or group of states to force Israel to extend jurisdiction to the entirety of former Palestine and to share sovereignty with Palestinians within that territory. It would seem equally inconsistent with these rights were the international community to force the Palestinian people into an unwanted union with Israeli Jews. The question thus becomes: under what conditions might Israelis and Palestinians choose to bind their people's futures together in one polity? We will look first at prospects for internal developments in support of one state within each group and then turn to the potential roles that external actors may play in encouraging the one state solution.
i. Support for one-state among Palestinians
As it stands today, among Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, support for a one-state solution appears to range between one quarter and one third, but no organized political party or prominent political leader espouses a single state. Logically, Diaspora Palestinians may be expected to support a single state in higher proportions than those living under Israeli military occupation, and perhaps so would many Palestinian citizens of Israel. These are the two Palestinian constituencies whose interests would be least adequately addressed under a twostate solution. But there is little hard data to substantiate this expectation. In one benign scenario, a one-state solution may follow a period of diminished tension and a gradual realization among both Israelis and Palestinians that economic, administrative, and other interests would be best served by union. This assumes, however, an interim phase in which tensions indeed diminish considerably. As I have already suggested, a two-state solution is unlikely to accomplish long-term stability. The far more likely future -in a truncated, discontinuous Palestinian entity lacking full sovereign powers -is virtually guaranteed to bring continued, if sporadic, violence and conflict. So the necessary condition for this benign scenario almost certainly will not be met. We need to look, instead, at how the two parties to the conflict are likely to respond to circumstances of continued, and possibly even intensified, tension.
Such predictions are always somewhat risky, but it is not difficult to imagine the rapid conversion of a majority of Palestinians to support for a onestate solution. All that may need to happen is for many to finally acknowledge that a viable Palestinian state is no longer possible -a moment that may not be so distant from the present. 95 There are some indications that this transformation has already begun. Perhaps the most notable shift occurred in the summer of 2005, when 170 Palestinian civil society organizations issued a public call for boycotts, divestment, and sanctions against Israel on the anniversary of the International Court of Justice's advisory opinion on Israel's separation Wall. While the statement did not explicitly call for a one-state solution, its demands included realization of the Palestinians' right of return, and end to Israeli occupation, and, especially tellingly, equality for Palestinian citizens of Israel. 96 As we have seen, these are not rights that are easily accommodated within a two-state framework. Moreover, the civil society organizations represented all major segments of the Palestinian people -those in Israel, in the Occupied Territories, and in exile -and across many occupational and other sectors. 97 95 Abunimah, supra note 1 at 170-171: A Palestinian majority would, if offered a single state option, willingly accept; Tilley, supra note 1 at 188, quoting Palestinian political scientist Ali Jirbawi: "Most Palestinians prefer the idea of separation, because they want their own state. But Sharon's idea of a two-state solution is to squeeze us into cantons…Given a choice between cantonization and one-state, Palestinians will choose the latter." 96 ICJ Advisory Opinion, supra note 91.The text of the statement is available online: Palestine BDS Campaign <http://www.bds-palestine.net>. 97 The list of endorsing organizations is also available at Palestine BDS Campaign <http://www.bds-palestine.net>.
One significant restraint on a strategic shift in support of a single state is the resistance of the secular nationalist Palestinian leadership. Most PLO and Palestinian Authority figures appear wholly invested in a strategy of negotiations toward a two-state solution. 98 Palestinian officials, including PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat before his death, and Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Ahmad Qurei, have occasionally raised the possibility of shifting strategy to seek a single state. 99 Their pronouncements, however, were widely dismissed as posturing. 100 An admission by the leadership that its two-state strategy had failed, and an announcement of a shift of strategy in favour of equal rights in a unified Israel/Palestine, could have a galvanizing effect on many Palestinians. The shift could legitimately be represented not as a deviation, but rather as a return to the PLO's earlier principled stand in support of a secular democratic state. At the moment, of course, there is no forum within the Palestinian national movement to debate strategic options. The Palestinian Authority only operates in the Occupied Territories and its elected members represent the perspective of only one segment of the Palestinian people. Meanwhile, the PLO -the internationally recognized representative body of the Palestinian people, is nearly defunct. 101 The supreme policy making body of the PLO -the Palestine National Council 102 -has not met since 1996. Even under the best of circumstances, the PNC was never a fully representative body and membership was always brokered among established political parties and groupings. 103 If there is, indeed, an emerging gap between Palestinian "officialdom" fixated on the two-state strategy, and Palestinian civil society, moving in the direction of a one-state strategy, an urgent preliminary need may be to recreate a forum for the frank debate of options for strategic directions. If this is done via a revivification of the PLO, reforms must truly open up PNC membership and free it from the monopoly of established political groupings to effectively foster genuine debate and enable a strategic shift. 104 ii.
Support for one state among Israelis
The obstacles on the Israeli side are infinitely greater. A single state is bitterly opposed across almost the entire Israeli political spectrum and is supported by only a few isolated intellectuals. 105 Needless to say, the likely future of continued or intensified tension will fuel distrust and hostility toward the Palestinians among Israelis. That is certainly indicated by the trajectory of Israeli politics since the outbreak of the al-Aksa Intifada in September 2000. This period has seen the ascendance of right wing forces, such as the patently racist Israel Beitenu partynow a member of Israel's ruling coalition -and the redefinition of the Israeli political landscape, such that the Kadima party with roots in revisionist Zionism, now occupies the political centre. A measure of commitment to separation from the Palestinians is exemplified in the growing popularity among Jewish Israelis of the idea of "transfer" of Palestinians under Israeli rule -either through mass expulsions or through the redrawing of political boundaries to exclude them. 106 deeply pessimistic about the long-term prospects for Israel, if it continues in its current path.
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The Israeli supporters of a one-state solution need not persuade a vast swath of the Jewish Israeli public -at least not initially. Rather, the change could be catalyzed by Israeli political elites. The process would be more complex and contentious than it might be on the Palestinian side. But if a leader were to be convinced that Israel's future cannot ultimately be guaranteed by forcible imposition of its will over the Palestinians, and were he or she willing to speak forthrightly to the Israeli people about its future in the region, change might come quicker than expected.
Such a scenario is not likely to be realized if Israel feels strong, prosperous, and secure. Rather, it will only be brought to such a radical change out of desperation and a sense of beleaguerment. Since the Palestinians are currently powerless to bring such a condition about alone, the question becomes: could it be accomplished in concert with external actors?
iii.
The role of the international organizations and other states
Although the international community lacks the legal capacity to force a one-state solution directly on undesiring Palestinians and Israelis, it nonetheless possesses powerful means to herd the parties toward political union indirectly. Perhaps the international community's biggest "stick" would be a threat to enforce, or actual enforcement of, the Palestinian right of return. There is nothing in principle that would bar the United Nations Security Council from declaring the continuing plight of the Palestinian refugees a threat to peace and to impose sanctions, or even resort to force, to compel Israeli compliance. 111 This action, alone, would bring about a result nearly tantamount to imposition of a one-state solution. Theoretically, the same actions could be taken to compel Israel's withdrawal from the West Bank, or to halt its construction of the separation wall, or to stop construction of illegal Israeli settlements. While none of these actions would directly bring about a single-state solution, forcing Israel to face staunch international resistance, and denying it alternatives, might pressure it ultimately in that direction.
There is, of course, little indication that the international community is inclined to take this course and it is difficult to envision how this situation might change in the near future.
112 After all, these options have always been available, but have never been exercised. It is almost inconceivable that states would adopt this radical course until the official representative body of the Palestinians, the PLO, assumes the lead by shifting to a one-state strategy. Few, if any, states will be "more Palestinian than the Palestinians." It is worth noting, however, that these theoretical possibilities exist, even if current political circumstances make them unattainable.
iv.
The role of international civil society
If international organizations and states are, for now and the reasonably foreseeable future, disinclined to employ legal leverage to effectuate, might the initiative come from elsewhere? For example, could Israel face the kind of international isolation and condemnation that South Africa faced during the apartheid era, led by groups in international civil society? This is a terribly complex question with many factors to weigh. The world is a vastly different place than it was in the 1980s, the heyday of the anti-apartheid movement. Among the most important changes since that era are the emergence of the Unites States as the world's only superpower; the tightening of the U.S. alliance with Israel; and the unfolding of the so-called "War on Terror." All of these developments (and more) create a far less friendly environment for the emergence of any equivalent to the anti-apartheid movement. There are also critical differences between Israel and South Africa that make the prospects of international isolation more challenging.
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There is, of course, a nascent international civil society movement advocating boycotts, divestment, and sanctions ("BDS") against Israel that parallels the aforementioned Palestinian movement for BDS. It consists at this point of a disparate mix of loosely coordinated organizations, churches, and other This movement has faced fierce opposition from Israel and its supporters in the U.S. and Europe. The British Association of University Teachers reversed its own boycott resolution last year after one month of withering attack. 120 The Presbyterian Church, which passed a divestment resolution in 2004 121 and faced condemnation from Israel's defenders in the U.S., modified, but did not rescind their position in 2006. 122 Despite this opposition, the movement seems to be slowly, fitfully, gaining momentum.
It is, perhaps, remarkable that the BDS movement has achieved the progress it has without clear direction and leadership from the formal representatives of the Palestinian people -namely, the PLO. Again, were the PLO leadership to make the strategic judgment to abandon negotiations toward a two-state solution and plunge ahead toward a one-state solution, framing their demand as a struggle for equality and fundamental human rights, this could be immensely powerful. Indeed, there are indications that Israeli leaders are quite aware of this possibility -and are terrified by it.
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VII CONCLUSIONS
After six decades during which the international community has attempted, at least intermittently, to implement a partition of Palestine into two states, it is time to admit a painful truth: these efforts have brought only conflict and strife. There is no realistic scenario by which this pattern will change. The time has come for a new paradigm.
A rights-based approach to resolving the Palestinian-Israeli conflict strongly militates in support of a one-state solution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, as the one solution that promises to provide the widest array of rights to the greatest number of Palestinians and Israelis. Moreover, where rights are genuinely in conflict -such as in the right of Israelis and Palestinians to nationhood in Palestine/Israel -a one-state solution would effectuate the most equitable compromise of rights for all. Quite simply: the one-state solution is the most just solution. It is the solution most likely to bring lasting peace to the region because it will truly resolve the major grievances that currently contribute to conflict. 124 Pragmatists should embrace it for this reason as well. The one-state solution is sometimes derided as "unrealistic" or utopian. No one should imagine that a single state lies just over the horizon. In fact, however, it is the two-state solution that has proven -through decades of empirical experience -to have been impracticable and utopian. Thus, with the realistic hopes fading for the creation of a viable Palestinian state on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, supporters of peace and justice are faced with no acceptable choices.
Still, proponents of the one-state solution must take seriously the challenge inherent in the charge that their goal is fanciful. One-state supporters must think carefully, strategically, and responsibly, and begin to define concrete steps toward their desired future. If a single state can only be brought about through the agreement of Israelis and Palestinians, it would seem imperative that one-state supporters begin to seriously address the need to engage the Israeli public, or at least leading elements within it, and to win their support. As difficult as this may be, there is no other route.
This strongly implies a rigorous commitment to non-violence, as violence, particularly against Israeli civilians, has driven a majority of Israelis away from conciliatory positions and toward ever more hostile and harsh ones. 125 The greatest resources on which proponents of one-state may draw are the deep commitments of both Israelis and Palestinians for real and lasting peace and true democracy. In the end, perhaps one of the weaknesses of the two-state solution has been its inability to excite anyone, on either side of the conflict, as it clearly involves deep compromises to justice. The one-state vision, by contrast, can be far more morally compelling, and has the capacity to unite both Israelis and Palestinians in a joint struggle against chauvinist nationalisms, and in support of principles of universalism and humanism worthy of our contemporary world. The power of a moral idea should never be underestimated. Israel -or perhaps Israel/Palestine -may yet be a "light unto nations", although in a form never expected.
